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Modern machine learning models are complex and frequently encode surprising amounts
of information about individual inputs. In extreme cases, complex models appear to
memorize entire input examples, including seemingly irrelevant information (social secu-
rity numbers from text, for example). In this paper, we aim to understand whether this
sort of memorization is necessary for accurate learning. We describe natural prediction
problems in which every sufficiently accurate training algorithm must encode, in the pre-
diction model, essentially all the information about a large subset of its training examples.
This remains true even when the examples are high-dimensional and have entropy much
higher than the sample size, and even when most of that information is ultimately irrel-
evant to the task at hand. Further, our results do not depend on the training algorithm
or the class of models used for learning.
Our problems are simple and fairly natural variants of the next-symbol prediction
and the cluster labeling tasks. These tasks can be seen as abstractions of image- and
text-related prediction problems. To establish our results, we reduce from a family of
one-way communication problems for which we prove new information complexity lower
bounds.
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Algorithms for supervised machine learning take in training data, attempt to extract the
relevant information, and produce a prediction algorithm, also called a model or hypothesis.
The model is used to predict a particular feature on future examples, ideally drawn from
the same distribution as the training data. Training algorithms operate on a huge range
of prediction tasks, from image classification to language translation, often involving highly
sensitive data. To succeed, models must of course contain information about the data they
were trained on. In fact, many well-known machine learning algorithms create models that
explicitly encode their training data: the “model” for the k-Nearest Neighbor classification
algorithm is a description of the dataset, and Support Vector Machines include points from
the dataset as the “support vectors.” These models can clearly be said to memorize at least
part of their training data.
Commonly, however, memorization is an implicit, unintended side effect. Recent work
[31, 42] has studied how deep neural networks, when trained using standard techniques on
small amounts of data, may reproduce the data exactly. More strikingly, Carlini et al. [12]
demonstrated that models for next word prediction may regurgitate short sequences of random
digits. This occurred with standard training techniques, where the only modification to the
dataset was to add several copies of the sequence. The learning algorithm, apparently unable
to tell the difference between the random sequence and natural language phrases, memorized
the sequence verbatim. The reasons this behavior appears are of interest to both the founda-
tions of machine learning and privacy. For example, a model accidentally memorizing Social
Security numbers from a text data set presents a glaring opportunity for identity theft.
In this paper, we aim to understand when this sort of memorization is unavoidable. We
give natural prediction problems in which every reasonably accurate training algorithm must
encode, in the prediction model, information about a large subset of its training examples.
Importantly, this holds even when most of that information is ultimately irrelevant to the
task at hand. We show this for two types of tasks: a next-symbol prediction task (intended
to abstract language modeling tasks) and a multiclass classification problem in which each
class distribution is a simple product distribution in {0, 1}d (intended to abstract a range of
tasks like image labeling). We prove these results by deriving new bounds on the information
complexity of learning, building on the formalism of Bassily, Moran, Nachum, Shafer, and
Yehudayoff [6].
We note that the word “memorization” is commonly used in the literature to refer to the
phenomenon of label memorization in which a learning algorithm fits arbitrarily chosen (or
noisy) labels of training data points. Such memorization is a well-documented property of
modern deep learning and is related to interpolation (or perfect fitting of all the training
labels) [41, 3, 26, 40]. Feldman [19] recently showed that label memorization is necessary for
achieving near-optimal accuracy on test data when the data distribution is long-tailed. Fur-
ther, Feldman and Zhang [21] empirically demonstrate the importance of label memorization
for deep learning algorithms on standard image classification datasets. In contrast, we study
settings in which most of the information about entire high-dimensional (and high-entropy)
training examples must be encoded by near-optimal learning algorithms.
Problem setting We define a problem instance p as a distribution over labeled examples:
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Figure 1: Problem setting. We aim to understand the information about the data X that is
encoded in the model description M .
X ∈ X n is generated by sampling i.i.d. from such a distribution. We use d to denote the
dimension of the data, so X can be described in Θ(nd) bits. In contrast to the well-known
PAC model of learning, we do not explicitly consider a concept class of functions. Rather, the
instance p is itself drawn from a metadistribution q, dubbed the learning task. The learning
task q is assumed to be known to the learner, but the specific problem instance is a priori
unknown. We write P to denote a random instance (distributed according to q), and p to
denote a particular realization. See Figure 1.
The learning algorithm A receives a sample X ∼ P⊗n and produces a model M = A(X)
that can be interpreted as a (possibly randomized) mapM : F → Y. The model errs on a test
data point (z, y) if M(z) 6= y (for simplicity, we only consider misclassification error). The
learner A’s overall error, denoted errq,n(A) on the task q with sample size n is its expected







(M(Z) 6= Y where M = A(X)) (1)
For some probability calculations, we use the shorthand “A errs” to denote a misclassification
by A(X) (the event above), so that Pr(A errs) = errq,n(A).
Example 1.1. One learning task we consider is labeling the components in a mixture of N
product distributions on the hypercube. An interesting special case is a uniform mixture of
uniform distributions over subcubes. Here each component j ∈ [N ] of the mixture is specified
by a sparse set of fixed indices Ij ⊆ d with values {bj(i)}i∈Ij . Each labeled example
is generated by picking a subpopulation j ∈ [N ] uniformly at random (which also serves as
the label), for each i ∈ Ij setting z(i) = bj(i), and picking the other entries uniformly at
random to obtain a feature vector z ∈ {0, 1}d. The labeled example is then (z, j). A natural
meta-distribution q generates each set Ij by adding indices i to Ij independently with some
probability, and fixes the values bj(i) at those indices uniformly.
Given a set of n labeled examples and a test point z′ (drawn from the same distribution,
but missing its label), the learner’s job is to infer the label of the mixture component which
generated z′. 
Given q, a particular meta-distribution, and n, the number of samples in the data set,
there exists a learner AOPT depending on q (called Bayes-optimal) that minimizes the overall
error on the task q. For any given task, this minimal error will be our reference—for ε ≥ 0, a
learner is ε-suboptimal (for q and n) if its error is within ε of that of AOPT on samples of size
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n, that is, errq,n(A) ≤ errq,n(AOPT ) + ε. In our problem of cluster labeling (Example 1.1),
the optimal learner would work roughly as follows: for each component j of the mixture,
produce a set Îj of features that are fixed in the samples from that component (indices which
take two values in different samples are irrelevant to classification). We have Ij ⊆ Îj , but
with few samples from cluster j, Îj will contain many irrelevant indices. The optimal learner
will balance the Hamming distance on Îj against the probability of achieving a set of fixed
indices of that size, plus the fact that we expect half of the non-fixed indices to match. In our
analysis, it will suffice to analyze the much simpler, but still low-error, learner that simply
compares Hamming distances to a single randomly-chosen sample from each component.
1.1 Our contributions
We present natural prediction problems q where any algorithm with near-optimal accuracy
on q must memorize Ω(nd) bits about the sample. Furthermore, this memorized information
is really about the specific sample X and not about the data distribution P .
Theorem 1.1 (Informal; see Corollaries 3.2 and 4.2). For all n and d, there exist natural
tasks q for which any algorithm A that satisifes, for small constant ε,
errq,n(A) ≤ errq,n(AOPT ) + ε
also satisfies
I(X;M | P ) = Ω(nd) ,
where P ∼ q is the distribution on labeled examples, X ∼ P⊗n is a sample of size n from
P , M = A(X) is the model, and examples lie in {0, 1}d (so H(X) ≤ nd). The asymptotic
expression holds for any sequence of n, d pairs; the constant depends only on ε.
To interpret this result, recall that the conditional mutual information is defined via two
conditional entropy terms: I(X;M | P ) = H(X | P ) −H(X | M,P ). Consider an informed
observer who knows the full data distribution P (but not X). The term I(X;M |P ) captures
how the observer’s uncertainty about X is reduced after observing the model M . Since P is
a full description of the problem instance, the term H(X | P ) captures the uncertainty about
what is “unique to the data set,” such as noise or irrelevant features. So I(X;M | P ) = Ω(nd)
means that not only must the learning algorithm encode a constant fraction of the information
it receives, but also that a constant fraction of what it encodes is irrelevant to the task. For
one of the problems we consider, we even get that I(X;M |P ) = (1 − o(1))H(X ′|P ) where
X ′ is a subset of X of expected size Ω(n). That is, a subset of examples is encoded nearly
completely in the model.
The meta-distribution q captures the learner’s initial uncertainty about the problem, and
is essential to the result: if the exact distribution P were known to the learner A, it could
simply ignore X and write down an optimal classifier for P as its model M . In that case,
we would have I(X;M |P ) = 0. That said, since conditional information is an average over
realizations of P , our result also means that for every learner, I(M ;X) is large for some
particular p in the support of q. Such worst-case bounds were considered in [6, 30, 29], with
which we compare below.
We study two classes of learning tasks. The first is a next-symbol prediction problem
(intended to abstract language modeling tasks). The second is the cluster labeling problem
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where individual classes are mixtures of product distributions over the boolean hypercube (a
generalization of Example 1.1 that allows more natural mixture weights). The exact problems
are defined in Section 1.2.
In all the tasks we consider, data are drawn from a mixture of subpopulations. We consider
settings where there are likely to be Ω(n) components of the mixture distribution from which
the data set contains only one example. Leveraging new communication complexity bounds,
we show that Ω(d) bits about most of these “singleton” examples must be encoded in M for
the algorithm to perform well on average. (We discuss the mixture structure and our proof
techniques in more detail below.)
Returning to the cluster labeling problem in Example 1.1, recall that the learner receives
an nd-bit data set, which has entropy Θ(nd), even conditioned on P (when σ is bounded
away from 1). This “remaining uncertainty” H(X|P ) is, ignoring lower-order terms, exactly
the uncertainty about noise applied to the cluster centers. Showing I(X;M | P ) = Ω(nd),
then, establishes not only that the model must contain a large amount of information about
X, but also that it must encode a large amount of information about the noise, information
completely irrelevant to the task at hand.
On a technical level, our results are related to those of Bassily, Moran, Nachum, Shafer,
and Yehudayoff [6] (and later [30, 29]), who study lower bounds on the mutual information
I(X;M) achievable by a PAC learner for a given class of Boolean functionsH. Specifically, for
the classHthresh of threshold functions on [2d], they give a learning task1 for which every proper
and consistent learning algorithm (i.e., one that is limited to outputting function in Hthresh
that labels the training data perfectly) satisfies I(X;M) = Ω (log d) [6, 30]. Furthermore,
Nachum et al. [30] extend this result to provide a hypothesis class H with VC dimension
n over the input space [n] × {0, 1}d such that learners receiving Ω(n) samples must leak at
least I(X;M) = Ω (n · log(d− log n)) bits about the input via their message. The direct sum
construction in [30] is similar to our construction: they construct a learning problem out of a
product of simpler problems, in their case thresholds, and relate the difficulty of the overall
problem to that of the components.
Our results on next-symbol prediction can be cast in terms of learning threshold functions.
As such, our results provide an alternative to those of [5, 30]. First, they are quantitatively
stronger: we give a lower bound of (1−g(ε))nd rather than Ω(n log d). Second, the assumption
on the learner is very different: our bounds apply to all sufficiently accurate learners, whereas
those of [5, 30] require the learner to be proper and consistent (in the parameter regimes
we work in, their assumptions does not imply high accuracy, so the assumptions are not
comparable). The shift in assumptions does partly address an open question in [30].
Implications While the problems we describe are intentionally simplified to allow for clean
theoretical analysis, they rely on properties of natural learning problems such as similarity to
a cluster center. Thus our results suggest that memorization of irrelevant information that is
often observed in practice, is a fundamental property of learning and not an artifact of the
particular deep learning techniques.
These results have implications for learning algorithms that (implicitly) limit memoriza-
tion. One class of such algorithms are aim to compress models (for example to reduce memory
1The results of [6, 30, 29] are formulated in terms of worst-case information leakage over a class of problems;
by a minimax argument, they imply the existence of a single hard meta-distribution q.
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usage) since description length upper bounds the mutual information. Another class of such
algorithms is differentially private training procedures [16]. More formally, it is known that
differential privacy implies a bound on the mutual information I(X;M) [27, 17, 34, 10]. Our
results imply that such algorithm might not be able to achieve the same accuracy as unre-
stricted algorithms. In itself, that is nothing new: there is a long line of work on differentially
private learning (e.g., [8, 25]), including a number of striking separations from nonprivate
algorithms [11, 5, 2]. There are also well established attacks on statistical and learning algo-
rithms for high-dimensional problems (starting with [15]; see [18] for a survey of the theory,
and a recent line of work on membership inference attacks [36] for empirical results). However,
our results show a novel aspect of the limits of private learning: in the settings we consider,
successful learners must memorize exactly those parts of the data that are most likely to be
sensitive—outliers from small subpopulations, including their peculiar details (modeled here
as noisy or irrelevant features).
Variations on the main result Different learning tasks exhibit variations and refinements
of this central result. The mutual information lower bound implies that the model itself
must be large, occupying at least Ω(nd) bits. But for some tasks we present, there exist
ε-suboptimal models needing only O(n log(n/ε) log d) bits to write down (in the parameter
regime we consider, where the problem scales with n). That is, with n samples the learning
algorithm must output a model exponentially larger than what is required with sufficient
data (or exact knowledge of P ). In particular, for a given target accuracy level, there is a
gradual drop in the size of the model, and the information specific to X, that is necessary
(starting at Θ(n0d) where n0 is the minimal sample size needed for that accuracy, and tending
to O(n0 log n0 log d) as the sample size n grows). For task-specific discussion, see Section 4
Remark 2, and Appendix D.2.
Another variation of our results gives a qualitatively stronger lower bound. For some
tasks, we are able to demonstrate that entire samples must be memorized, in the following
sense:
Theorem 1.2 (Informal; see Corollary 3.2). There exist natural tasks q for which every data
set X has a subset of records XS such that
• E[|XS |] = Ω(n) and H(XS |P ) = Ω(nd), and
• any algorithm A that satisifes errq,n(A) ≤ errq,n(AOPT ) + ε also satisfies
I(XS ;M | P ) = (1− o(1))H(XS |P ) .
This statement implies I(X;M | P ) = Ω(nd), but is a qualitatively different statement:
as the learning algorithm’s accuracy approaches optimal, it must reveal everything about
those examples in XS , at least information-theoretically. For these tasks, there is no costless
compression the learning algorithm can apply: any reduction will increase the achievable
error. We conjecture that this “whole-sample memorization” type of lower bound applies to
all the tasks we study, and in fact give a simple conjecture on one-way information complexity
that would imply such strong memorization (see below and Section 4.2).
Finally, in addition to the memorization of noise or irrelevant features, in some settings
we show how near-optimal models may be forced to memorize examples that are themselves
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entirely “useless,” i.e. could be ignored with only a negligible loss in accuracy. That is, not
only must irrelevant details of useful examples be memorized, but one must also memorize
examples that come from very low-probability parts of the distribution. This behavior relies
on a particular type of mixture structure and the long-tailed distribution setup of [19]. We
explain the concept and the statement more carefully in Section 2.
1.2 Techniques: Subpopulations, Singletons, and Information Complexity
The learning tasks q we consider share a basic structure: each distribution P consists of a
mixture, with coefficients D ∈ ∆([N ]) over subpopulations j ∈ [N ], each with a different
distribution Cj over labeled examples. The mixture coefficients D may be deterministic (e.g.
uniform) or random; for now, the reader may keep in mind the uniform mixture setting, with
N = n (so the number of subpopulations is the same as the sample size). The Cj ’s are
themselves sampled i.i.d. from a meta-distribution qc.
As in [19], we look at how the learning algorithm behaves on the subset of examples that
are singletons, that is, sole representatives (in X) of their subpopulation. For any data set
X, let XS ⊆ X denote the subset of singletons. We consider mixture weights D where XS
has size Ω(n) with high probability. We show that for our tasks, a successful learner must
roughly satisfy I(XS ;M |P ) = Ω(d|XS |).
One-Way Information Complexity of Singletons We prove the bound by showing that
a learner implies a good strategy for a related communication game, dubbed Singletons(k, qc).
In this game, nature generates k distributions C1, . . . , Ck, i.i.d. from qc, along with a uniformly
random index j∗ ∈ [k]. One player, Alice, receives a list (x1, . . . , xk) of labeled examples,
where xj ∼ Cj . A second player Bob, receives only the feature vector z from a fresh draw
(z, y) ∼ Cj∗ . Alice sends a single message M to Bob, who produces a predicted label ŷ. Alice
and Bob win if ŷ = y.
Example 1.2 (Nearest neighbor). For the hypercube task corresponding to Example 1.1, let
qHC be the distribution from which the {Cj} are sampled. In Singletons(k, qHC), there are
k centers c1, . . . , ck uniform in {0, 1}d. Alice gets a list X ′ = (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ ({0, 1}d)k, where
∀j,∀i ∈ Ij , xj(i) = bj(i) and ∀i /∈ Ij , xj(i) = Bernoulli(1/2) (the label, j, is implicit in the
ordered list). Bob receives z for a random index j∗ and must predict j∗. Equivalently, we
may view the game as a version of the nearest neighbor problem, treating Alice’s input list
(x1, . . . , xk) as uniformly random in ({0, 1}d)k, and Bob as receiving a corrupted version of
the one of the xj ’s. If each bit is chosen to be fixed independently with probability ρ, this
corruption is equivalent to z = BSC 1−ρ
2
(xj∗). Again, Bob must guess j∗ with the help of
a single message from Alice. Now if Bob were to see Alice’s entire input, his best strategy
would be to guess the nearest neighbor in X ′ to z. He succeeds with high probability as long
as ρ ≥ c
√
ln k
d for c >
√
2. 
The question is thus: can Bob succeed with high probability when Alice sends o(nd)
bits? One novel technical result bounds the information complexity of this nearest neighbor
problem.
Lemma 1.3 (informal; see Lemma 4.9). For all k, d ∈ N, c >
√





εk sufficiently small, the information complexity of (one-way) εk-suboptimal protocols for
Singletons(k, qHC) is I(X ′;M) ≥ 1−2h(εk)c2 ln 2 · kd, where h is the binary entropy function.
We prove this using the strong data processing inequality, analogous to its recent use for
bounding the communication complexity of the Gap-Hamming problem [23].
The proof of this result is subtle, and does not proceed by separately bounding the infor-
mation complexity of solving each of the k subproblems implicit in Singletons(k, qHC). The
parameter ρ is high enough that one can reliably detect proximity to any given one of Alice’s
inputs with a message of size dlog k = o(d). Our proof crucially uses the fact that Bob must
select from among k possibilities. It shows that his optimal strategy is to detect proximity
to each of Alice’s inputs with failure probability ≈ 1/k, with his total failure probability
controlled by a union bound.
We conjecture in Section 4.2 that the constant factor of 12 ln 2 in the above lemma can be
improved to 1, matching exactly the upper bound from the naive algorithm. In a related “one-
shot” case of the Gap-Hamming problem, where the data points are independent and uniform,
we are able to prove I(X;M) ≥ (1 − o(1))H(X). This result, Theorem G.1 in Appendix G,
suggests that no more sophisticated algorithm exists. The information complexity of Gap-
Hamming is known to be Ω(n) for both one- and two-way communication, but we are not
aware of a result showing a leading constant of 1.
Next-bit Prediction and One-shot Learning Inspired by the empirical results of [12],
we demonstrate a sequence prediction task which requires memorization. Each subpopulation
j is associated with a fixed “reference string,” and samples from the subpopulation are noisy
prefixes of this string.
Example 1.3 (Next-Symbol Prediction). In the Next-Symbol Prediction task the component
distribution qNSP draws a reference string cj ∈ {0, 1}d uniformly at random. Samples from j
are generated by randomly picking a length ` ∈ {0, . . . , d−1}, then generating z ∼ BSCδ(cj(i :
`)) for some small noise parameter δ. The label is a noisy version of the next bit: y ∼
BSCδ(cj(`+ 1)). 
Unlike cluster problems, where the label is the subpopulation, each subpopulation can be
treated independently. The core of our lower bound for this task, then, is to prove a “one-shot”
lower bound on the setting where the learner receives exactly one sample.
Lemma 1.4 (informal; see Lemma 3.7). Any algorithm that is ε-suboptimal on (noiseless)
Singletons(1, qNSP ) satisfies
I(X;M) ≥ H(X) (1− h (2ε))− log d. (2)
The log d term arises from uncertainty about the length of the input, which need not be
conveyed by the model. The proof proceeds by proving that Bob’s correctness is determined
by his ability to output Alice’s relevant bit. For any fixed length of Alice’s input, the problem
is similar to a communication complexity problem called Augmented Indexing. We adapt the
outline of a proof appearing in [4, 20].
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1.3 Related Concepts
Our results are closely related to a number of other lines of work in machine learning. First,
as mentioned earlier, one can view our results as a significant strengthening of recent results
on label memorization [19], showing the memorization of nearly entire training examples. At
a technical level, our proofs are significantly more involved (see “Proof Techniques" below).
Representation Complexity Another closely related concept is probabilistic representa-
tion complexity [7, 20]. For given error parameter ε, the representation complexity PRepε(C)
of a class C of concepts (functions from F to Y) is roughly the smallest number of bits
needed to represent a hypothesis that approximates (up to expected error ε) a concept c ∈ C
on an example distribution Pf ∈ ∆(F), in the worst case over pairs (c, Pf ).2 This complexity
measure characterizes the sample complexity of “pure” differentially private learners for C [7].
Interpreted in our setting, representation complexity aims to understand the length of
the message M , when the task q is a distribution over pairs (c, Pf ) (that is, where the data
distribution P consists of examples drawn from Pf and labeled with c). By a minimax
argument, one can show that PRepε(C) lower bounds not only M ’s length, but also the
information it contains about P : one can find q such that I(P ;M) is at least PRepε(C).
This does imply that I(X;M) must be large, but it says nothing about the information in
M that is specific to a particular sample X: in fact, the bound is saturated by learners that
get enough data to construct a hypothesis that is just a function of P , so that I(X;M |P ) is
small.
The bounds we prove here are qualitatively stronger. We give settings where the analogue
of representation complexity is small (namely, a learner that knows P can construct a model
of size about n log(n/ε) log d), but where a learner which only gets a training sample must
write down a very large model (Ω(nd) bits) to do well.
Time-Space Tradeoffs for Learning Another related line of work (beginning with [37,
33]; see [22] for a more recent summary of results) establishes time-space tradeoffs for learning:
problems where any learning algorithm requires either a large memory or a large number of
samples. A prime example is parity learning over d bits, which is shown to require either
Ω(d2) bits of memory or exponentially many samples. The straightforward algorithm for
parity learning requires O(d) samples, so this result shows that any feasible algorithm must
store, up to constant factors, as many bits as are required to store the dataset [33].
Our work sets a specific number of samples under which learning is feasible and, for that
number of samples, establishes an information lower bound on the output of the algorithm.
This implies not only a communication lower bound but also one on memory usage: the
algorithm must store the model immediately prior to releasing it. Some of our tasks exhibit
the property that, with additional data, an algorithm can output a substantially smaller
model. These learning tasks might exhibit a time-space tradeoff, although not as dramatic as
the requirement of exponentially many samples. Intuitiviely, the underlying concept in parity
learning must be learned “all at once,” since the learner’s belief about the bits in the second
half of the string depend heavily on its belief about the bits in the first half, for example. Our
2See [20] for an exact definition.
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problem instances can be learned “piece-by-piece,” where the algorithm can learn chunks of
bits independently of the rest of the sample.
Information Bottlenecks Our work fits into the broad category of information bottleneck
results in information theory [39]. An information bottleneck is a compression scheme for
extracting from a random variable V all the information relevant for the estimation of another
random variable W while discarding all irrelevant information in V . In our setting, one may
take V = X to be the data set, andW to be the true distribution P (where the loss of a model
is its misclassification error). This form of information bottleneck was recently described in
general terms [1]. Our results lower bound the extent to which nontrivial compression is
possible, showing that the Markov chain P −X −M must in particular satisfy I(X;M) 
I(M ;P ).
Information bottlenecks have been put forward as a theory of how implicit feature repre-
sentations evolve during training [38]. That line of work studies how the prediction process
transforms information from a test datum during prediction (i.e. as one moves through layers
of a neural network), and is thus distinct from our study of how learning algorithms are able
to extract information from training data sets.
1.4 Organization of this paper
In Section 2 we specify our general framework for learning tasks, detailing how mixture coeffi-
cients and subpopulations are sampled. We also introduce and prove our “central reduction,”
showing how an algorithm for a learning task provides an algorithm for solving the singletons-
only task. In Sections 3 and 4 we formally define Next-Symbol Prediction and Hypercube
Cluster Labeling, the latter of which is a modified version of the binary cluster labeling prob-
lem discussed in Example 1.1, and provide lower bounds on I(X;M | P ) for both tasks.
2 Subpopulations, Singletons, and Long Tails
Before analyzing the specific learning tasks, we present the key points of the framework upon
which our tasks our built. We also outline the high-level structure of our task-specific bounds.
Recall that we define a problem instance P , which is a random variable drawn from a
metadistribution q, to be a distribution over labeled data. In our work P will be a mixture
over N subpopulations, each of which may have its own distribution, label, or classification
rules. We decompose P = (D,C), where D is a list of N mixture coefficients and C is a
list of N distributions over labeled examples, one for each subpopulation. To sample a data
point from a problem instance p, we first sample a subpopulation j ∼ D and then sample the
labeled point (z, y) ∼ Cj .
The metadistribution q is specified by two generative processes, one for generating D and
the other for generating C. (Formally, we will take C to be parameters, not distributions,
but ignore the distinction for now.) The first process, described below in Section 2.1, depends
only on N and a list of frequencies π, which we refer to as a “prior.” The details of the
second process will be task-specific, but for each task there will be a “component distribution”
qc ∈ ∆(X ) from which the entries in C are sampled i.i.d.
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The learning task is thus completely determined by the sample size n, the number of
subpopulations N , the (task-specific) component distribution qc, and the prior π. We give
this standard setting a name.
Definition 2.1. We call our standard learning task Learn(n,N, qc, π). Problem instance
P = (D,C) is generated from q. A data set of n i.i.d. samples are drawn from p and given to
the learning algorithm. One test sample (z, y) is drawn independently from p, and the model
predicts a label. 
When the other terms are clear from context, we will shorten this to Learn(qc), since only
the component distribution will change from task to task.
Our results rely on the analyzing how algorithms perform on subpopulations for which
they receive exactly one data point. We call these points singletons. To clarify the analysis,
we define a second type of task. This is also a learning task, but, unlike in Learn(n,N, qc, π),
the samples are no longer i.i.d.
Definition 2.2. We denote by Singletons(k, qc) the singletons-only task on k subpopulations.
In this task k subpopulation parameters Cj are sampled i.i.d. from qc, and from each Cj is
sampled exactly one labeled data point. These k samples form the data set given to the
learner. There is an index j∗ ∈ [k] sampled uniformly at random; the test sample is drawn
from Cj∗ . 
We return to Singletons(k, qc), and its relationship to Learn(n,N, qc, π), in Section 2.2.
2.1 Generating Mixtures over Subpopulations
We generate a mixture over N subpopulations using the process introduced in [19]. Although
our central results will hold in the setting where the mixture is uniform (and thus chosen
without randomness), this process sets up a qualitatively different type of “memorization of
useless information,” an example of which is crystallized in Example 2.2 and occurs naturally
in long-tailed distributions. We encourage the reader to keep the uniform case in mind for
simplicity but remember that the results apply to broad settings exhibiting varied behavior.
Starting with a list π of nonnegative values, for each subpopulation j ∈ [N ], we sample





This quasi-independent sampling facilitates certain computations. In particular, we will
want to quantify the following: given that subpopulation j has exactly one representative in
data set X, what is the probability the test sample (z, y) comes from the same subpopulation?
The answer can be computed as a function of n,N , and π, independently of qc and, crucially,
the rest of the data set. We call this quantity
τ1
def
= Pr[(z, y) comes from j | XS contains one sample from j], (3)
defining XS to be the data set restricted to those singletons. By linearity of expectation we
have Pr[(z, y) comes from a singleton subpopulation] = τ1 × |XS |.
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We will also need to refer to the expected size of |XS |. Like τ1, this is a function only of







Our memorization results are most striking when τ1 = Ω(1/n) and µ1 = Ω(1). We provide
two simple examples of when this is so.
Example 2.1 (Uniform). If the list of frequencies is a single entry π = (1/N), then the
mixture over subpopulations will be uniform. Set n = N , so the number of samples is equal
to the number of bins. For every subpopulation the probability a test sample comes from it
is exactly 1n , so τ1 =
1
n as well. The expected fraction of singletons is also constant: we have
by linearity of expectation that
µ1 = n ·











Our central results apply cleanly to the uniform setting. In this setting, however, every
example is “important,” i.e. memorizing it will provide a significant gain in accuracy. In
general mixtures this is not the case, and as the following example shows.
Example 2.2 (Bimodal). We sketch the main points and include a full description in Ap-
pendix A. Suppose there are N = 2n subpopulations, and the prior is such that






2·2n w.p. 1− n2
−n.
. (5)
The exact probabilities will depend on the normalization constant C =
∑
j δj that, as a
sum of independent random variables, will exhibit tight concentration about its mean. Since
E[C] ≈ 1, the mixture coefficients won’t change too much after normalization.
Call the bins with mass around 12n “heavy” and the others “light.” Observe that about
half the probability mass will lie in each group. Almost all the balls that go into light bins
will be singletons; a constant fraction of the balls that go into heavy bins will be singletons.
Thus µ1 = Ω(1) and, given that a subpopulation has a single representative, with constant
probability it will be a heavy bin with mass Ω(1/n), so we have τ1 = Ω(1/n). But the light
subpopulations which received points are unlikely to receive the test sample, and could be
ignored with only an exponentially small increase in expected error, if only they were identified
as light. 
The bimodal example is stylized to show an extreme version of the phenomenon, but
the concept of “useless” singletons arises in natural distributions. Informally, these “long-
tailed distributions” have a significant portion of the distribution represented by many rare
instances. A central motivation for [19], these distributions arise in practice and suggest that
success on large-scale learning tasks may depend heavily on how the algorithm deals with
these atypical instances. Like with the bimodal distribution, the learning algorithm will be
unable to distinguish between examples that are very rare (and can be ignored) and those that
represent an Ω(1/n) probability mass, which must be dealt with to perform near optimally
on the whole task.
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2.2 Central Reduction: Singletons Task to General Learning
We previously defined Learn(qc) and Singletons(k, qc), two distinct tasks. The former is the
focus of our interest but the latter proves more amenable to analysis. Informally, an algorithm
solving Learn(qc) to near-optimal error will have to perform well on XS . Let us quantify “near
optimal error,” which applies to both Learn(n,N, qc, π) and Singletons(k, qc).
Definition 2.3 (ε-suboptimality). An algorithm A is ε-suboptimal on task T , where T is




In our shorthand of abbreviating the event “the model M output by A makes an error” as “A
errs,” this is
Pr[A errs on T ] ≤ inf
A′
Pr[A′ errs on T ] + ε.

Let random variable K = |XS | be the number of singletons in the data set. An algorithm
performing well on XS in Learn(qc) when K = k can be modified to create an algorithm
performing well on Singletons(k, qc). This allows us to apply lower bounds proved for the
singletons problem.
Lemma 2.1 (Central Reduction, Task-Agnostic). Suppose we have the following lower bound
for every k: any algorithm Ak(X ′) that is εk-suboptimal for Singletons(k, qc) satisfies
I(X ′;Ak(X ′)) ≥ fk(εk).
Then for any algorithm A(X) that is ε-suboptimal on Learn(qc) there exists a sequence
{εk}nk=1 such that Ek[kεk] ≤
ε+φ1(qc)+φ2(qc)
τ1
and I(XS ;M | K) ≥ Ek[fk(εk)].
Furthermore, if fk(εk) ≥ k · g(εk) for some convex and nonincreasing g(·), then








Here φ1(qc) and φ2(qc) are task-specific terms. Letting E1 be the event that the test sample













Pr[K = k | E1]
(
Pr[AOPT errs on Learn(qc) | E1,K = k]
− inf
A′
Pr[A′ errs on Singletons(k, qc)]
)
.
Proof. We first show how to use A to construct, for each k, a learning algorithm Ak solving
Singletons(k, qc). Given a data set X ′ of size k, Ak samples a data set X̃ of n entries, where
X̃ ∼ X | XS = X ′, and X is a data set sampled from the process generating data sets for
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Learn(n,N, qc, π). Ak can perform this sampling, since X̃\X ′ will contain no samples from
the same subpopulations as those that generated X ′ and the per-subpopulation distributions
are sampled i.i.d. from qc. Ak then runs A on X̃ and outputs model M̃ = A(X̃). We have
Pr[Ak errs on Singletons(k, qc)] = Pr[A errs on Learn(qc) | E1,K = k]. (6)
Observe that, for all k, we have equality across the conditional distributions:
Pr[X = x,M = m | K = k] = Pr[X̃ = x, M̃ = m | K = k] (7)
Pr[XS = xS ,M = m | K = k] = Pr[X ′ = xS , M̃ = m | K = k]. (8)
This implies that
I(XS ;M | K) = E
k
[
I(X ′; M̃ | K = k)
]
. (9)
Since Ak solves Singletons(k, qc), if we can bound the error of Ak using Equation (6) we will
be able to apply our lower bound fk(·).
To that end, we first bound the error of A conditioned on the test sample coming from a
subpopulation with a single representative in the data. We have
ε = Pr[A errs on Learn(qc)]− Pr[AOPT errs on Learn(qc)]
= Pr[Ē1]
(
Pr[A errs on Learn(qc) | Ē1]− Pr[AOPT errs on Learn(qc) | Ē1]
)
+ Pr[E1] (Pr[A errs on Learn(qc) | E1]− Pr[AOPT errs on Learn(qc) | E1]) .
Rearranging and substituting in we get






Pr[AOPT errs on Learn(qc) | Ē1] (11)







Note that in general φ1(qc) may be positive.3
We now decompose the error over k.




Pr[K = k | E1]
(
Pr[A errs on Learn(qc) | E1,K = k]






Pr[K = k | E1]
(
Pr[Ak errs on Singletons(k, qc)] (16)
− Pr[AOPT errs on Learn(qc) | E1,K = k]
)
(17)
3To see this, consider an algorithm that “assumes” Ē1. While such a behavior could introduce high error
overall, it might beat optimal when that assumption is justified.
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plugging in Equation (6). We wish to compare to the optimal error for Singletons(k, qc), so
we add and subtract a term with AkOPT denoting the optimal algorithm for Singletons(k, qc).
We have




Pr[K = k | E1]
(
Pr[Ak errs on Singletons(k, qc)] (18)
− Pr[AkOPT errs on Singletons(k, qc)] (19)
+ Pr[AkOPT errs on Singletons(k, qc)] (20)










OPT errs on Singletons(k, qc)] (22)






Pr[K = k | E1]εk − φ2(qc), (24)
defining εk as the suboptimality of Ak on Singletons(k, qc).
To apply convexity for fk(εk) = kd · g(εk),, we combine with Equation (13) to get
N∑
k=1




ε+ φ1(qc) + φ2(qc)
τ1µ1n
, (25)
since 1 ≥ τ1µ1n. By Bayes rule, we have that
Pr[K = k | E1] =













≤ ε+ φ1(qc) + φ2(qc)
τ1µ1n
. (28)
Use a convex version of the modification of Jensen’s inequality in Lemma C.1, we have
I(X;M) ≥ E
k














≥ µ1n · g
(





2.3 Blueprint for Task-Specific Lower Bounds
For each task, we ultimately wish to lower bound I(X;M | P ). By the chain rule and
nonnegativity of mutual information, it suffices to lower bound the mutual information with
the singletons:
I(X;M | P ) = I(XS , X\XS ,K;M | P )
= I(K;M | P ) + I(XS ;M | K,P ) + I(X\XS ;M | K,XS , P )
≥ I(XS ;M | K,P ). (32)
We remove P using the fact that conditioning never increases entropy, then add and substract
a term to reach a cleaner form:
I(XS ;M | K,P ) = H(XS | K,P )−H(XS |M,K,P ) (33)
≥ H(XS | K,P )−H(XS |M,K) (34)
= H(XS | K,P )−H(XS |M,K) (35)
+ I(XS ;M | K)−
(
H(XS | K)−H(XS |M,K)
)
(36)
= I(XS ;M | K)− I(XS ;P | K). (37)
To lower bound I(X;M | P ), then, we will lower bound I(XS ;M | K) and upper bound
I(XS ;P | K).
The latter is easily done for our tasks, since the distributions are straightforward. Lower
bounding I(XS ;M | K) requires more effort. With our central reduction in Lemma 2.1 we
have already proved a crucial step in that direction. To apply that lemma to a specific task,
we need to calculate a number of quantities:
1. Upper bounds on the error of optimal algorithms and lower bounds on the error of any
algorithm.
2. With those quantities in hand, we can show φ1(qc) and φ2(qc) are small.
3. Finally, at the core of the task-specific proofs, we need a lower bound on mutual infor-
mation for algorithms solving Singletons(k, qc) for any k.
Plugging these pieces into Lemma 2.1 will then finish the proof.
3 Next-Symbol Prediction
We present a simple sequence prediction task. Among other applications, sequence prediction
is a standard problem in natural language processing [24].
3.1 Task Description and Main Result
In this task, the data samples are binary string of varyings with binary labels. With each







To instantiate the task in our framework we need only define the component distribution,
from which the subpopulation distributions are drawn i.i.d.
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Definition 3.1 (qNSP Component Distribution). For each subpopulation j, we define its






Samples from j are tuples: the subpopulation identifier j and noisy prefixes of cj . To gener-
ate the prefix, we draw ` ∈ {0, . . . , d−1} uniformly at random and produce z = BSCδ/2(cj(1 :
`)), for a noise parameter δ < 1, fixed and known to all parties. It will be convenient to think
of the binary symmetric channel as rerandomizing each bit independently with probability δ.
The label is a noisy version of the next bit: y = BSCδ/2(cj(`+ 1)). 
The technical detail of pairing each sample from subpopulation j with an identifier “j” both
simplifies the analysis and has an analog practice of sequence prediction. In [9], the authors
greatly improve the performance of the GPT-3 with access to a few examples of the test task.
These examples can be regarded as a channel to inform the model which subpopulation the
test instance arises from.
We state our main theorem for Next-Symbol Prediction along with an immediate corollary
highlighting the key features of the asymptotic behavior.
Theorem 3.1. Consider the problem Learn(n,N, qNSP , π) specified by d, δ, π,N and n.
1. Let S ⊆ [n] be the indices of singleton data points. H(XS |P ) ≥ µ1 · n · d+12 · h(δ/2)
2. Any algorithm A that is ε-suboptimal on Learn(n,N, qNSP , π) satisfies







τ1 · µ1 · n · (1− δ)2
))
− n logN.
where µ1, τ1 depend on π and n as defined in Equations (3) and (4).
Corollary 3.2. Consider the setup of Theorem 3.1. Let d, δ, π,N be functions of n, and let
n grow to ∞. Suppose π satisfies µ1 = Ω(1) and τ1 = Ω(1/n), δ ∈ (0, 1) is constant, and
d = ω(logN). Then
1. H(XS |P ) = Ω(nd)
2. Any algorithm A that is ε-suboptimal on Learn(n,N, qNSP , π) for ε = o(1) satisfies
I(X;M | P ) ≥ (1− o(1)) ·H(XS | P ). (38)
Recall that this means A is forced tomemorize whole samples; as the error of the algorithm
approaches optimal, A must reveal almost all of the information about its singletons.
Remark 1. Unlike tasks based on clustering, one can analyze Next-Symbol Prediction by
dealing with every subpopulation independently. This allows a similar but more-direct proof
than the one we present here. We use the same proof structure across tasks for consistency
of presentation.
In the rest of this section, we prove the main claims via the steps sketched in Section 2.3:
we show that the data contains limited information about the problem instance P , analyze
the optimal error, and provide the central lower bound on the Singletons(k, qNSP ) task.
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3.2 Low Information about the Problem Instance
Lemma 3.3. For Learn(qNSP ),
I(XS ;P | K) ≤ µ1n ·
d+ 1
2
· (1− h(δ/2)) + µ1n logN.
Proof. We can think of XS as being generated by first selecting |XS | = k and then picking the
subpopulations from which the singletons come. Write the subpopulation identifiers ~J ∈ [N ]k,
which needs at most k logN bits to describe. We have
I(XS ;P | K) = I(XS , ~J ;P | K)
= I(XS ;P | ~J,K) + I( ~J ;P | K)
≤ E
k
[I(XS ;P | ~J = ~j,K = k)] + E
k
[k logN ],
using the fact that I(XS ;P | ~J = ~j,K = k) does not depend on ~j.
With ~j and k fixed, all subpopulations are independent, so let X1 be a singleton and write
I(XS ;P | ~J = ~j,K = k) = k · I(X1;C1), using C1 ∼ qNSP to denote the the reference string.
Note that L1, the length of X1, is fixed by X1 and independent of C1, so
I(X1;C1) = I(X1, L1;C1) = I(L1;C1) + I(X1;C1 | L1) = I(X1;C1 | L1).
For each fixed L1 = `, X1 (with its label) is just ` + 1 bits of C1 run through a binary
symmetric channel,
I(X1;C1 |, L1 = `) = (`+ 1) · (1− h(δ/2)).
Putting together all the expectations and recalling that, by definition, E[k] = µ1n finishes the
proof.
3.3 Error Analysis
Proposition 3.4 (Accuracy of Optimal Algorithm). Let E0, E1, and E>1, respectively be the
events that the test sample comes from a subpopulation with zero, one, or multiple represen-
tatives in the data set. Learning algorithm AOPT for Learn(n,N, qNSP , π) achieves







2. Pr[AOPT errs | E>1] ≤ Pr[AOPT errs | E1].
3. Pr[AOPT errs | E0] ≤ 12 .
Proof. Each subpopulation can be dealt with independently. We will analyze the error condi-
tioned on E1; the error of the optimal algorithm conditioned on E>1 can be no greater (since
the algorithm can ignore samples), establishing (2), and we have Pr[error | E0] = 12 for all
algorithms, establishing (3).
Condition on E1, so Alice has one relevant string. Let `A denote the length of Alice’s
string and `B denote the length of Bob’s string; Bob wants to output c`B+1. If `A ≥ `B,
he should output the `B + 1-th bit of her input, and otherwise answer randomly. Define a
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“good event” G that occurs when Alice’s input is longer than Bob’s and neither her nor his
`B+1-th bit was rerandomized. (Bob doesn’t recieve his `B+1-th bit; it’s the label his output









(1− δ)(1− δ) ≥ 1
2
· (1− δ)2.
Conditioned onG this algorithm has error 0, and conditioned on Ḡ any algorithm has accuracy
1
2 . So we have Pr[AOPT errs | E1] =
1




4 . Furthermore, this fact implies
no algorithm can do better when E1 occurs.
Proposition 3.5. φ1(qNSP ) ≤ 0 and φ2(qNSP ) = 0.
Proof. We use the fact that the optimal strategy treats subpopulations independently, and
thus is optimal for all k and no matter which subpopulation the test sample comes from.
Therefore
φ1(qNSP ) = Pr[Ē1]
(
Pr[AOPT errs on Learn(qNSP ) | Ē1]
− Pr[A errs on Learn(qNSP ) | Ē1]
)
≤ 1× 0.
For every k, the probability that AOPT errs on Learn(qNSP ) conditioned on E1 and K = k is




Pr[K = k | E1]
(
Pr[AOPT errs on Learn(qNSP ) | E1,K = k]
− inf
A′





Pr[K = k | E1]× 0.
3.4 Lower Bound for Singletons Task
Lemma 3.6. Any algorithm A that is εk-suboptimal on Singletons(k, qNSP ) satifies









Before proving this lemma, we prove a mutual information lower bound for algorithms
solving just one instance of Next-Symbol Prediction. The proof extends one appearing in
[4, 20] for a communication complexity task called Augmented Index.
Lemma 3.7 (One-Shot Lower Bound). Any algorithm A that is ε1-suboptimal on “one-shot”
Singletons(1, qNSP ) satisfies










Proof of Lemma 3.7. We first change the ε1 assumption into a multiplicative error term. Re-
call from the proof of Proposition 3.4 that, when the learner receives one sample from a
subpopulation, there is a “good event” G such that, conditioned on G, the optimal algorithm
is correct and, conditioned on Ḡ, all algorithms have accuracy 12 . Let γ = Pr[A errs | G]. So
we can write
Pr[A errs] = Pr[A errs | G] Pr[G] + Pr[A errs | Ḡ](1− Pr[G])









and Pr[AOPT errs] = 12 −
Pr[G]
2 . Then we have ε1 = Pr[A errs] − Pr[AOPT errs] = Pr[G] · γ.
Since Pr[G] ≥ 12 · (1− δ)
2, we have γ ≤ 2ε1
(1−δ)2 .
Let X and Z denote Alice and Bob’s inputs, respectively, and let LA and LB be the
lengths of their inputs. Since LA is fixed given X, we can bound
H(X |M) = H(X,LA |M) = H(X |M,LA) +H(LA |M)
≤ E
`A
[H(X |M,LA = `A)] + log d.
We will fix ` and bound H(X |M,LA = `). Define Pr[A errs | G,LA = `] = γ`.
Recall that G means neither Alice nor Bob’s LB+1-th bit are rerandomized. Conditioning
on G thus implies “correctness” and “outputting Alice’s bit” are the same event. We now show
that, if Bob can output Alice’s bits, her message must contain a lot of information about her
input. Crucially, conditioned on LA = `, the good event G is independent of Alice’s input X,
since LB ⊥ LA and Alice’s string is a uniformly random binary string whether or not any bit
is flipped. So
H(X |M,LA = `) = H(X |M,G,LA = `).
Below, in (39), we apply the chain rule for entropy over Alice’s bits, including her label. In
(40) we condition on Z`B1 ; since this is a noisy version of X
`B
1 , which we already condition
on, this does not change the entropy. In (41) we remove X`B1 , which can only increase the
entropy of X`B+11 .



















1 ,M,G,LA = `). (41)
Now we relate the index `B to the random variable LB, the length of Bob’s input, and observe
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that Pr[LB = `B | G,LA = `] = 1`+1 , since G requires that LA ≥ LB. So we have




Pr[LB = `B | G,LA = `] ·H(X`B+1 | Z
`B
1 ,M,G,LA = `)
= (`+ 1) ·H(XLB+1 | Z,M,G,LA = `)
≤ (`+ 1) · h(γ`),
applying Fano’s inequality, since this is exactly Bob’s task and, conditioned on G and LA = `,
he fails to guess the bit XLB+1 with probability at most γ`.
We use the modification of Jensen’s inequality in Lemma C.1 to push the expectation
inside the binary entropy function and get














We can evaluate the remaining expectation by using
γ · Pr[G] = Pr[A errs | G] Pr[G] = E
`
[Pr[A errs | G,LA = `] Pr[G | LA = `]]
= E
`











E[γ` `+1d · (1− δ)
2]
d+1
2d · (1− δ)2
=
2 · E[γ`(`+ 1)]
d+ 1
.
Plugging in γ ≤ 2ε1
(1−δ)2 finishes the proof.
We can now prove the Next-Symbol Prediction lower bound for Singletons(k, qNSP ).
Proof of Lemma 3.6. Suppose algorithm A is εk-suboptimal on Singletons(k, qNSP ). Then,
for each subpopulation i ∈ [k], define its error above optimal εik so that E[εik] = εk. By the
same synthetic-dataset reduction used to prove Lemma 2.1, A can be turned into k algorithms

























writing the sum as an expectation over uniform i ∈ [k] and applying Jensen’s inequality.
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3.5 Completing the Proof
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By Lemma 3.3, we get the lower bound on H(XS | P ) claimed in (1).
For (2) we assume an ε-suboptimal algorithm A for Learn(qNSP ). Our lower bound on
Singletons(k, qNSP ) from Lemma 3.6 gives us a mutual information lower bound of










The function 1− h(·) is convex and strictly decreasing for arguments less than 12 so we have,
upper bounding via Proposition 3.5 both φ1(qNSP ) and φ2(qNSP ) with 0,










In Lemma 3.3 we proved I(XS ;P | K) ≤ µ1n · d+12 · (1 − h(δ/2)) + µ1n logN , so using the
calculations in Section 2.3 we have










− µ1n logN. (46)
4 Hypercube Cluster Labeling
4.1 Task Description and Main Result
In this task, the data samples are binary strings labeled with their subpopulation index, so
X ×Y = {0, 1}d×[N ]. Unlike Next-Symbol Prediction, this distribution is “noiseless:” there is
a small set of relevant features which are deterministically set, and only the irrelevant features
are picked at random.
Definition 4.1 (qHC Component Distribution). For each subpopulation j, we define its
distribution over labeled examples via a small number of fixed positions. For each cluster
j ∈ [N ], qHC generates fixed indices as
• Independently for each index i ∈ [d], flip a coin that comes up heads w.p. ρ.
• If heads:
– Add i to Ij , the indices of fixed features.
– Flip a fair coin to set the value bj(i), the fixed feature value at that location.
Samples from the subpopulation are uniform over the hypercube defined by the unfixed indices:
To generate a data point from subpopulation j, we let
z(i) =
{
bj(i) if i ∈ Ij
Bernoulli(1/2) otherwise
.
This point’s label is j. 
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Observe that, for any index i ∈ [d] and strings z1, z2 from the same cluster we have
Pr[z1(i) = z2(i)] =
1+ρ
2 . This is identical to producing z2 by running z1 through a binary
symmetric channel with parameter 1−ρ2 , a fact which will be crucial in our proofs.
Theorem 4.1. Consider the problem Learn(n,N, qHC , π) specified by d, c, π,N , and n, for
c >
√





1. Let S ⊆ [n] be the indices of singleton data points. H(XS | P ) ≥ µ1(1− ρ)nd.
2. Take any ε-suboptimal algorithm A solving Learn(n,N, qHC , π). It yields a sequence
of algorithms {Ak}nk=1, each solving Singletons(k, qHC). Define {εk}nk=1 so that Ak is
εk-suboptimal for Singletons(k, qHC). A satisfies
I(X;M | P ) ≥ d
c2 ln 2 · log n
· E
k
[k log k · (1− 2h(εk))]− n logN.
3. Suppose that, for some β > 0, with probability at least 1−β we have K ≥ µ1n/2. Then,
for some constant α > 0,


















where µ1, τ1 depend on π and n as defined in Equations (3) and (4).
Our mutual information lower bound for Singletons(k, qHC) doesn’t quite match the kd ·
g(εk) assumption in Lemma 2.1. If the number of singletons concentrates around its mean
of µ1n, we can provide the cleaner bound in part (3). Such an assumption is reasonable: for
example, in the uniform case with n = N it is the well-studied problem of tossing n balls into
n bins, where tight concentration of the number of singletons can be shown via the Poisson
approximation [28].
We have the following immediate corollary.
Corollary 4.2. Consider the setup of Theorem 4.1. Let d, π, c and N be functions of n and let
n grow to∞. Suppose π is such that µ1 = Ω(1), τ1 = Ω(1/n), and β = Pr[K < µ1n/2] = o(1).
Suppose constant c >
√
2 and d = ω(max{logN, log n}). Then
1. H(XS | P ) = Ω(nd).
2. Any algorithm A that is ε-suboptimal on Learn(n,N, qHC , π) for ε = o(1) satisfies
I(X;M | P ) ≥ 1− o(1)
c2 ln 2
·H(XS | P ).
Observe that, unlike the statement in Corollary 3.2, our lower bound does not achieve the
(best possible) leading factor 1− o(1) in front of H(XS | P ). As we discuss in Section 4.2, we
conjecture that this lower bound can be improved.
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Remark 2. With exactly one sample from a subpopulation, the learning algorithm is forced to
memorize. With additional samples, the learner can leak much less information by sending a
smaller model. If the learner has O(log d) samples from subpopulation j, it can learn (Ij , bj)
exactly with high probability, since unfixed indices have feature values selected independently
and uniformly. Given knowledge of (Ij , bj), the learning algorithm can send a subset Tj ⊆ Ij
of size O(log(n/ε)) and still achieve high accuracy, since samples from other clusters will
match all the features in Tj with probability exponentially small in |Tj |.
We now briefly discuss a communication complexity conjecture and how its proof would
improve the above results. In the rest of this section, we prove the main claims via the
steps sketched in Section 2.3: we show that the data contains limited information about the
problem instance P , analyze the optimal error, and provide the central lower bound on the
Singletons(k, qHC) task.
4.2 A Stronger Result under a Communication Complexity Conjecture
Our lower bound for this task relies on proving a one-way (external) information complexity
lower bound for a task that, on its face, is not clearly related to the learning task at hand.
Definition 4.2 (Nearest of k Neighbors). Alice receives k strings x1, . . . , xk ∈ {0, 1}d, drawn
i.i.d. from the uniform distribution. Bob receives a string y ∼ BSC 1−ρ
2
(xj∗) for some index
j∗ ∈ [k], also chosen uniformly at random. Alice and Bob succeed if Bob outputs j∗. 
Our approach only yields a lower bound of I(X;M) ≥ α · kd for a constant α < 1,
even letting the error ε vanish. This result, in Lemma 4.8, does not admit the interpreta-
tion of “memorizing whole samples.” We conjecture that α can be replaced by 1 − o(1). In
Appendix G, we prove such a one-way information complexity bound for a similar commu-
nication task, the Gap-Hamming problem. The information complexity of Gap-Hamming is
known to be Ω(d), but to the best of our knowledge no previous proofs provided the correct
(at least for one-way communication) leading factor.




for constant c >
√
2. Any one-way communication protocol
for Nearest of k Neighbors with error at most ε satisfies
I(X ′;M) ≥ (1− f(εk)− o(1)) · kd,
where f(ε)→ 0 as ε→ 0.
A proof of this conjecture would immediately demonstrate the same “memorization of
whole samples” behavior that we proved inherent in Next-Symbol Prediction.
Proposition 4.3. Assume Conjecture 4.1 holds. Consider the setup of Theorem 4.1. Let
d, π, c and N be functions of n and let n grow to ∞. Suppose π is such that µ1 = Ω(1), τ1 =
Ω(1/n), and Pr[K ≥ µ1n/2] ≥ 1−o(1). Suppose constant c >
√
2 and d = ω(max{logN, log n}).
Then
• H(XS | P ) = Ω(nd).
• Any algorithm A that is ε-suboptimal on Learn(n,N, qHC , π) for ε = o(1) satisfies
I(X;M | P ) ≥ (1− o(1)) ·H(XS | P ).
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4.3 Low Information about the Problem Instance




for constant c >
√
2. For Learn(qHC),
I(XS ;P | K) ≤ µ1n · ρd+ µ1n logN.
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.3, the analogous bound for qNSP .
Proof. We can think of XS as being generated by first picking |XS | = k and then picking
the subpopulations from which the singletons come. Write the labels as a vector ~Y ∈ [N ]k,
which needs at most k logN bits to describe. We have I(XS ;P | K) ≤ Ek[k · I(X1; I1, b1)] +
Ek[k logN ], using X1 to denote a singleton sample. Since the unfixed bits are uniform and
|I1| is a random variable,
I(X1; I1, b1) = I(X1; |I1|, I1, B1) = I(X1; |I1|) + I(X1; I1B1 | |I1|)
= 0 +H(X1 | |I1|)−H(X1 | B1, I1, |Iy|)
= d− (d− E[|I1|]).
Since |I1| ∼ Bin(d, ρ), we have I(X1; I1, b1) = ρd.
Putting together the expectations and recalling that, by definition, E[k] = µ1n finishes
the proof.
4.4 Error Analysis
We will show that the optimal error will be near zero when the test sample comes from a
subpopulation represented in the data. To bound the error in the other case, we must control










Proposition 4.5 (Error Lower Bound). Let E0 be the event that the test sample comes from
a subpopulation with no representatives in the data set. Every algorithm A satisfies




Proof. For any fixed K0 = k0, no algorithm can achieve error below 1 − 1k0 , since all unrep-
resented subpopulations are equally likely. Decompose A’s error over K0:
Pr[A errs on Learn(qc) | E0] =
n∑
k=0











Pr[K0 = k0 | E0] =
Pr[E0 | K0 = k0] Pr[K0 = k0]
Pr[E0]
=




Thus, since the probabilities sum to 1,
Pr[A errs on Learn(qc) | E0] ≥
n∑
k=0














for constant c >
√
2. Let
E0, E1, and E>1, respectively be the events that the test sample comes from subpopulation with
zero, one, or multiple representatives in the data set. There is a single learning algorithm A∗
solving both Learn(n,N, qHC , π) and Singletons(k, qHC) for every k ≤ n that achieves, for
some constant α > 0,





2. Pr[A∗ errs on Learn(qHC) | E1] ≤ 3n−α.
3. Pr[A∗ errs on Learn(qHC) | E>1] ≤ Pr[A∗ errs on Learn(qHC) | E1].
4. Pr[A∗ errs on Singletons(k, qHC)] ≤ 3n−α.
Proof. A∗ has Alice send Bob a randomly-chosen data point from each subpopulation for




d lnn for some
constant c′ < c and outputs the label of the sample x nearest (in Hamming distance) to his
test sample z. If there is no sample within distance η, Bob picks a random label that was
not represented in Alice’s dataset or, if there were none, an arbitrary label. Let {(Xj , j)} be
the labeled samples that Alice sends Bob. By symmetry it suffices for (2) to analyze the case
when Z arises from the first subpopulation.
We show that, with high probability, A1 , dH(Z,X1) ≤ η and, ∀j 6= 1, Aj , dH(Z,Xj) >
η. When this happens, Bob gets the correct answer.









d lnn. Since A1 is a sum of d independent 0/1 random
variables, apply the Hoeffding bound [28, pg. 77]:






















[∣∣∣∣1dA1 − 1d E[A1]
















)2 = 2n− (c−c′)22 .
Since c′ < c, this will vanish.
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We now bound Pr[A2 ≤ η] and apply the union bound over j. Since Y and X2 are
independent, E[A2] = d2 . Apply a Chernoff bound [28, pg. 75]:









































With c > c′ >
√
2, by the union bound the probability of A1 > η or Aj ≤ η for some j 6= 1 is
at most 3n−α for some constant α > 0.
Observe that conditioned on E0 and for all k0, by the same arguments we have that with
probability at most 3n−α the test sample will have distance less than η from any sample in
Alice’s dataset. If this fails to happen, Bob guesses a random unrepresented subpopulation,




+ 3n−α. This proves (1).
Finally, note that in Singletons(k, qHC) the analysis of A1 is identical and we need to take
the union bound over k ≤ n other singletons, so (4) holds.




for constant c >
√
2. There is a constant α > 0 such that
φ1(qHC) ≤ 3n−α and φ2(qHC) = 3n−α.
Proof. Using a lower bound of 0 for the second terms and the upper bound of 3n−α for each




Pr[K = k | E1]
(
Pr[AOPT errs on Learn(qHC) | E1,K = k] (51)
− inf
A′






Pr[K = k | E1]× 3n−α = 3n−α. (53)
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For φ1 we break up the terms across mutually exclusive events Ē1 = E0 ∪ E>1.
φ1(qHC) = Pr[Ē1]
(
Pr[AOPT errs on Learn(qHC) | Ē1]




Pr[AOPT errs on Learn(qHC) | E0] (54)





Pr[AOPT errs on Learn(qHC) | E>1] (56)
− Pr[A errs on Learn(qHC) | E>1]
)
. (57)
We have Pr[E0]+Pr[E>1] ≤ 1. For the positive error terms in lines (54) and (56) we have upper
bounds from Proposition 4.6. For line (57), use the lower bound Pr[A errs on Learn(qc) |
















4.5 Lower Bound for Singletons Task
Our lower bound for Singletons(k, qHC) is an immediate corollary of an identical lower bound
on the external information complexity of Nearest of k Neighbors.




for constant c >
√
2. For every k ≤ n, any one-way communi-
cation protocol for Nearest of k Neighbors with error at most ε satisfies




· (1− 2h(εk)) .




for constant c >
√
2. For every k ≤ n, any algorithm A that is
εk-suboptimal on Singletons(k, qHC) is εk-suboptimal on Nearest of k Neighbors with the same
information cost I(X;M). Thus, A satisfies




· (1− 2h(εk)) .
Proof of Corollary 4.9. This follows immediately from Lemma 4.8 and two properties of Singletons(k, qHC):
(1) any two samples from different subpopulations are independent and uniform, and (2) any
two samples z1, z2 from the same subpopulation have uniform z1 and z2 with the conditional
distribution defined by BSC 1−ρ
2
(z1).
The proof of Lemma 4.8 is adapted from a one-shot proof appearing in [23] and relies on
the strong data processing inequality for binary symmetric channels.
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Strong Data Processing Inequality. Suppose we have a Markov chain M −X − Y where
X,Y ∈ {0, 1}d, (for all i ∈ d, entrywise) Pr[Xi = 1] = p, and Y = BSC 1−ρ
2
(X). Then
I(M ;Y ) ≤ ρ2I(M ;X).
Proof of Lemma 4.8. Since Bob, with access to M and test sample Z, can guess the index
J ∈R [k] with error εk, we have via Fano’s inequality that
I(J ;M,Z) = H(J)−H(J |M,Z) (58)








≥ (1− 2h(εk)) log k, (61)
since for all εk ≤ 12 , h(εk) ≥ εk. We will now upper bound I(J ;M,Z). Use P to denote the
true distribution. We apply the “radius” property of mutual information and take Q to be
the product of the marginals over M and Z: QM,Z = PM × PZ :




































[I(M ;Z | J = j)] . (65)
Now we apply the SDPI for binary symmetric channels. When J = j, we have dependency
graph drawn in Figure 2a, which is equivalent to the Markov chain in Figure 2b. Thus we
can marginalize out {Xi}i 6=j and apply Lemma 4.5:
E
j
[I(M ;Z | J = j)] ≤ E
j
[
ρ2I(M ;Xj | J = j)
]
. (66)
For any i, the mutual information between M and Xi is independent of J ; it depends only












and, combining these steps and writing out the expectation, we have



















(a) The dependency graph for
Singletons(k, qHC), conditioned on J = j.
!{#$}$&' #' (
(b) The same graph rearranged: Z depends
on M only through Xj .
Figure 2













H(Xj | Xj−11 )−H(Xj |M,X
j−1
1 ) (71)
= I(M ;X). (72)
Therefore, combining Equations (61) and (68),












c2 ln 2 · log n
kd
. (74)
As observed in the upper bound, with constant c >
√
2 there is an algorithm whose accuracy
vanishes as k increases. Rearranging we get a lower bound on I(X;M).
4.6 Completing the Proof
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Part (1) follows from Lemma 4.4’s upper bound on I(X;P | K).
For part (2), we assume an algorithm A for Learn(qHC) with excess error εk. Our lower






· (1− 2h(εk)) .
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Using our central reduction of Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 4.4 to upper bound I(XS ;P | K), we
prove part (2):
I(XS ;M | P,K)
≥ I(XS ;M | K)− I(XS ;P | K)
≥ d
c2 ln 2 · log n
· E
k
[k log k · (1− 2h(εk))]− µ1n · ρd+ µ1n logN.
=
d
c2 ln 2 · log n
· E
k
[k log k · (1− 2h(εk))]− ndρ− n logN.
Part (3) adds an assumption and allows us to get a cleaner bound. Let G be the good
event that K ≥ µ1n2 . We assume Pr[G] ≥ 1 − β. With significant probability mass on the
larger values, we can drop the smaller values of k. We have, via the nonnegativity of mutual
information and Lemma 2.1,
I(XS ;M | K) = Pr[G] · I(XS ;M | K,G) + Pr[Ḡ] · I(XS ;M | K,G)
≥ (1− β) · I(XS ;M | K,G)
≥ (1− β) · E
k∼K|G
[fk(εk)]








We have log klogn ≥
log µ1n/2
logn , which allows us to remove this dependence on k. For simplicity
write c′ = (1−β)d log µ1n/2
c2 ln 2 logn
, which contains terms independent of k. The crucial step is to realize
that the distribution of K conditioned on K ≥ µ1n/2 is larger (for all values k ≥ µ1n/2) than
the unconditional distribution. Thus we can use the unconditional expectation as a lower
bound and add/subtract the “other half” of the expectation:
Ek∼K|G [(1− 2h(εk)) k] =
n∑
k=µ1n/2












Pr[K = k] · (1− 2h(εk)) · k
≥ E[(1− 2h(εk))k]− βn.
We use Lemma C.1 to push the expectation inside h(·), since 1−2h(·) is convex and decreasing
for sufficiently small arguments. This yields









From the central reduction, Lemma 2.1, we have E[kεk] ≤ ε+φ1(qHC)+φ2(qHC)τ1 and by Proposi-
tion 4.6 both phi terms are upper bounded by 3n−α for some positive contant α. Combining
this with the multiplicative and additive factors we haven’t carried with us we get
























writing out c′ and simplifying. Then, applying I(XS ;M | P,K) ≥ I(XS ;M | K)− I(XS ;P |
K), we have the claimed



















A Generating Subpopulation Mixture Coefficients
A.1 Definitions
We generate a mixture over N subpopulations using the process introduced in [19]. We
begin with a list π of nonnegative values. For each subpopulation j, we sample a value





This process is identical for all j, so we define π̄N as the resulting marginal distribution over
the mixture coefficient for any single subpopulation.












[D(j) | ID = id] = τ1.




[D(j) | ID = id] =
∑
α




Pr[ι(y) = j | D(j) = α] · Pr[D(j) = α | ID = id]
= Pr[ι(y) = j | ID = id].
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A.2 Details for Bimodal Prior
Here we provide the details necessary for Example 2.2. Recall that we set N = 2n. To build
π we add 1 copy of 12n and n2







2·2n w.p. 1− n2
−n.
. (75)
We now show that the normalizing constant C will concentrate about its mean. Let H be the





















If H ≤ 2n then C ≤ 32 , so by a Chernoff bound we have
Pr[C ≥ 3/2] ≤ Pr[H ≥ 2E[H]] ≤ e−n/3.




π̄N , [β1, β2]
) def






















since C ≥ 12 implies maxα ≤
1















Observe that we always draw α ≥ 13n when (i) we draw a heavy bin and (ii) C ≤
3
2 , which
always happens when H ≤ 2n. By another Chernoff bound,
Pr[H ≥ 2n or H ≤ n/2] ≤ Pr[H ≥ 2n] + Pr[H ≤ n/2] ≤ e−n/3 + e−n/8.

























































Simplifying, we see that τ1 = Ω(1/n).
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B Central Reduction via Non-Optimal Baseline
In some tasks the exactly-optimal algorithm AOPT may be difficult to analyze, while a naive
“baseline” algorithm A∗ exists with error approaching optimal. To deal with this, we will use
the following modification of Lemma 2.1, where the error terms φ1 and φ2 now depend on A∗.
The proof is almost line-by-line identical to that of Lemma 2.1, observing in Equation (10)
that
ε = Pr[A errs on Learn(qc)]− Pr[AOPT errs on Learn(qc)] (84)
≥ Pr[A errs on Learn(qc)]− Pr[A∗ errs on Learn(qc)] (85)
and proceeding with A∗ in place of AOPT .
Lemma B.1 (Central Reduction). Suppose we have the following lower bound for every k:
any algorithm Ak(X ′) that is εk-suboptimal for Singletons(k, qc) satisfies
I(X ′;Ak(X ′) | K = k) ≥ fk(εk).
For any algorithm A(X) that is ε-suboptimal on Learn(qc), there exists a sequence {εk}nk=1
such that Ek[kεk] = ε and I(XS ;M | K) ≥ Ek[fk(εk)].
Furthermore, if fk(εk) ≥ k · g(εk) for convex and nonincreasing g(·), then
I(XS ;M | K) ≥ µ1n · g
(




Here φ1(qc) and φ2(qc) are task-specific terms, defined by
φ1(qc) = Pr[Ē1]
(






Pr[K = k | E1]
(
Pr[A∗ errs on Learn(qc) | E1,K = k] (87)
− inf
A′
Pr[A′ errs on Singletons(k, qc)]
)
. (88)
E1 is the event that the test sample comes from a subpopulation with exactly one representative.
C Expectation Trick for Jensen’s Inequality
Jensen’s Inequality. Let X be a random variable and f a concave function. Then
E[f(X)] ≤ f (E[X]) .
We will several times make use of the following application. Note that both inequalities
applies in the other direction to convex functions.
Lemma C.1. Suppose f is a concave function, g is a function, and X is a nonnegative
random variable with distribution p(x). Then







Proof. We cannot directly apply Jensen’s inequality, since x · f(x) will not in general be
concave. Instead we introduce a distribution q ∝ x · p(x). Note that
∑






We now rewrite so that the expectation is over q:
E
p
[X · f(g(X))] =
∑
x














































D Tasks Related to Next-Symbol Prediction
D.1 Lower Bound for Threshold Learning
Threshold learning is a simple and well-studied binary classification task. Data z ∈ {0, 1}d
receives a label according to threshold c ∈ {0, 1}d, so y = 0 if c ≥ z and y = 1 otherwise.
Via a reduction from Next-Symbol Prediction, we demonstrate memorization in this set-
ting. This substantially strengthens results in [6, 30], which contained bounds of Ω(log d) for
any proper, consistent learner; we prove a lower bound of Ω(d) while allowing any ε-suboptimal
learner. As in Next-Symbol Prediction, this one-shot lower bound can be extended to the
n-sample, N -subpopulation setting.
Claim D.1. There exists a metadistribution qTd over problem instances of (realizable) d-
bit threshold learning such that any ε-suboptimal algorithm receiving exactly one sample X
satisfies
I(X;M | P ) ≥ (1− f(ε)− o(1)) ·H(X | P ),
where f(ε) ε→0−−→ 0, so the algorithm must memorize the whole sample as the error vanishes.
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Definition D.1 (qTd Component Distribution). Draw threshold c ∈ {0, 1}
d uniformly at
random. To generate labeled data (z, y), first pick a prefix length ` ∈ {0, . . . , d−1} uniformly
at random. Set
z(1 : `) =
{
c(1 : `) w.p. 1/2
Uniform({0, 1}`) otherwise
z(`+ 1) = 1
z(`+ 2 : d) = ~0.
Label according to the threshold: y = 0 if c ≥ z and y = 1 otherwise. 
The crucial feature of this distribution is, for data points which contain a length-` prefix
of c, the label is 1 if and only if c(`+ 1) = 1. This is clear with a small example, where d = 7
and ` = 4:
c = 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
z = 1 0 0 1 1 0 0.
We have c < z and thus c(z) = c(`+ 1) = 0, capturing the “next-bit” behavior.
Lemma D.2. For any algorithm A that is ε-suboptimal for qTd , there is an algorithm A
′ for
Singletons(1, qNSP ), under noise parameter δ = 0, that is (4ε+o(1))-suboptimal. Furthermore,
I(X;A(X)) = I(X;A′(X)).
Proof. Alice and Bob get two (noiseless) prefixes of c. Call them zA and zB and denote their
lengths `A and `B. Under algorithm A′, they create z̃A and z̃B by padding to length d with
“10 · · · 0.” They then run A on these padded inputs and return A’s output. The algorithms’
(identical) outputs have the same mutual information with their inputs.
To bound the error of A′, let G be the good event that both samples (in the threshold
problem) contain prefixes of c (as opposed to randomly-drawn prefixes). Then, by construc-
tion,
Pr[A′ errs on Singletons(1, qNSP )] = Pr[A errs on Singletons(1, qTd) | G].
We expand over G and Ḡ:
ε = Pr[A errs on Singletons(1, qTd)]− Pr[AOPT errs on Singletons(1, qTd)]
= Pr[G] (Pr[A errs on Singletons(1, qTd) | G]− Pr[AOPT errs on Singletons(1, qTd) | G])
+ Pr[Ḡ]
(








Pr[A′ errs on Singletons(1, qNSP )]− inf
A′′
Pr[A′′ errs on Singletons(1, qNSP )]
)
− o(1).
To establish the inequalities, observe that AOPT , with access to both inputs, may fail to learn
if G occurred only when the strings match by accident. The probability of this is no more
than the probability that (1) both strings have length less than log d, or (2) at least log d
random bits match, both of which have probability o(1). Rearranging finishes the proof.
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Lemma D.3. For Singletons(1, qTd), we have I(X;P ) =
d+1
4 +O(1).
Proof. Let L be the length of the data point and B the indicator for “X was drawn indepen-
dently of c.” We have
I(X;P ) = I(X,L,B;P ) + I(B;P | X) = I(B;P ) + I(L;P | B) + I(X;P | B,L) +O(1)




I(X;P | B = 1, L) + 1
2







since, when B = 1, the bits of X are independent of the threshold and, when B = 1 and
L = ` for any `, the mutual information is exactly `+ 1.
Proof of Claim D.1. Via the one-sample lower bound for Next-Symbol Prediction in Lemma 3.7
and the reduction above, any ε-suboptimal algorithm A for Singletons(1, qTd) has
I(X;M) ≥ d+ 1
2
· (1− h(8ε+ o(1))).
Reusing a calculation from Section 2.3 that uses the fact that P ⊥M | X, we have
I(X;M | P ) ≥ I(X;M)− I(X;P ) ≥ d+ 1
4
· (1− 2 · h(8ε+ o(1))).
D.2 Two-Length Next-Symbol Prediction
We present a sequence prediction learning task which is less natural than Next-Symbol Pre-
diction but, in contrast, allows Alice to send a significantly smaller message to Bob after she
has received multiple samples. We focus on the one-shot case.
Definition D.2 (q2 Component Distribution). In Two-Length Next-Symbol Prediction, a
problem instance is described by a reference string c ∈ {0, 1}d and two indices j, k ∈ {0, . . . , d−
1}. The metadistribution q2 samples x, j, and k uniformly and independently. Given problem
instance P = (x, j, k), labeled data is generated i.i.d. in the following way. Flip a fair coin:
• If heads, return (x1:j , xj+1).
• If tails, return (x1:k, xk+1).

Although the problem instance needs d+ 2 log d bits to describe, Bob only needs to know
(j, k, xj+1, xk+1) to answer correctly. This requires only 2(log d + 1) bits. If Alice recieves
n > 1 samples, she learns (j, k, xj+1, xk+1) exactly as soon as she receives inputs of different
lengths. She may fail to learn the instance if j = k or if all of her inputs have the same length,
so this failure probability is bounded above by







Nevertheless, in the n = 1 case, Alice will have to send almost all her input to compete with
the optimal protocol.
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Theorem D.4. Any learning algorithm for one-shot Two-Length Next-Symbol Prediction with
error ε above optimal succeeds on (standard) Next-Symbol Prediction with error at most 2ε
above optimal.
Proof. Let indicator random variables CA and CB denote, for Alice and Bob respectively,
the result of the coin flip deciding if their inputs were to be of length j or k. (Note that
this coin is flipped even when j = k). Let C = XOR(CA, CB), so C = 1 means one player
received a length-j string and the other received a length-k string. The key observation is
that conditioning on C = 1 results in a distribution identical to that of noiseless one-shot
Next-Symbol Prediction: Alice and Bob’s inputs are prefixes of the same string with lengths
chosen uniformly at random and Bob needs to answer the next bit. This any protocol with
Pr[A correct | C = 1] = p also has accuracy p on Next-Symbol Prediction.
For protocol A for Modified Next-Symbol Prediction, define
ε′ = Pr[A errs | C = 1]− Pr[AOPT errs | C = 1],
the error gap when applied to inputs from Next-Symbol Prediction. (Note that the optimal
protocol for the modified task is also optimal for the standard task.) Then we have
ε = Pr[A errs]− Pr[AOPT errs]
= Pr[C = 1] (Pr[A errs | C = 1]− Pr[AOPT errs] | C = 1])




where the inequality follows because the error of A is at least that of AOPT . This completes
the proof.
Corollary D.5. Any learning algorithm for one-shot Modified Next-Symbol Prediction with
error ε above optimal satisfies
I(M ;X) ≥ d+ 1
2
(1− h(4ε)) .





This implies H(X | M) ≤ d+12 h(γ/2). By the above theorem, on Next-Symbol Prediction A
has, converting from accuracy to error,






















Letting L be the length of Alice’s sample (counting the label), we can compute the entropy:
H(X) = H(X,L) = H(L) +H(X | L) ≥ E
`
[H(X | L = `)] = d+ 1
2
.
Combining the entropy lower bound and conditional entropy upper bound establishes the
claim.
E Differentially-Private Algorithms Have High Error
By definition, the output of a differentially private algorithm is not very sensitive to changes
in the input data set. In our setting, with data sets drawn i.i.d. from a fixed distribution,
existing results from the differential privacy literature allow us to formalize this with an upper
bound on mutual information:
Claim E.1. Fix distribution P = p over examples in {0, 1}d and suppose the data X is drawn
from the product distribution p⊗n. Then, for any (α, β)-differentially private algorithm A,








Our lower bounds imply that, for small constant ε, and ε-suboptimal algorithm on the
tasks we consider must have I(X;A(X) | P ) = Ω(nd). This is inconsistent with the above
bound, even if α = O(log n) and β is a sufficiently small constant. Recall that an informal
standard for “meaningful privacy” requires that α = O(1) and δ  1/n. Thus, even for
unacceptably large values of the privacy parameters, differential privacy is incompatbile with
low suboptimality.
Outline of Proof. The claim follows from well-known statements in the privacy literature, so
we will only provide the high-level ideas. We emphasize that such a statement holds only in
the case of data from product distributions.
The first step is to provide an upper bound on the mutual information of any (α, β)-DP
algorithm accepting a single input, i.e. a noninteractive LDP algorithm. See e.g. Lemma
3.6 in Cheu and Ullman [14] for such a proof; one first shows that any one-sample (α, β)-
DP algorithm can be converted into a one-sample (2α, 0)-DP algorithm that is close in total
variation distance.
The second step is to show that n multiplied by this bound is itself an upper bound on
the mutual information of any n-sample (α, β)-DP algorithm. This follows from a simple
argument applying linearity of expectation and the fact that fixing the other n − 1 inputs
allows us to treat any n-sample algorithm as one-sample.
F From Average-Case to Worst-Case via Minimax
We provide metadistributions (dependent on the sample size n and dimension d) upon which
any near-optimal algorithm has high information cost. A metadistribution is over problem
instances, each of which is itself a distribution over labeled examples. The “easy” direction of
von Neumann’s Minimax Theorem allows us to turn this into a worst-case guarantee.
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Proposition F.1. Suppose q∗ is a metadistribution such that any algorithm that is ε-suboptimal
for Learn(n,N, q∗, π) satisfies I(X;M | P ) = Ω(nd). Then, for any A that is ε-suboptimal,
there exists a problem instance p∗ ∈ ∆(X ) such that
I(X;M | P = p∗) ≥ I(X;M |P ) = Ω(nd).
Proof. Since I(X;M |P ) = Ep∼q∗ [I(X;M | P = p)] is an expectation, there always exists a
problem instance whose value is at least that of the expectation.
The assumption of Propostion F.1 deserves some discussion. Specifically, recall that a
learning algorithm A is ε-suboptimal for Learn(n,N, qn,d, π) if it competes with the best
possible learner A(n,d)OPT for qn,d when receiving a sample of size n. An equivalent requirement
is that the error of A on p be close that that of A(n,d)OPT on average over instances p ∼ qn,d.
On one hand, this assumption is much weaker than assuming that A is near-optimal for each
instance p (since we compare with the learner A(n,d)OPT whose average error over p ∼ qn,d is
lowest, not a learner that is tailored to p). On the other hand, it is not obviously comparable
to the requirements of properness and consistency made by Bassily et al. [6], Nachum et al.
[30]. For one thing, not all of our learning tasks fit neatly into the framework of PAC learning.
For those that do, the sample size n that we consider is generally less than (or comparable to)
the VC-dimension of the underlying concept class—too low to guarantee that every proper
and consistent learner has high accuracy. Understanding the full relationship between these
different kinds of assumptions is a subject for future work.
G One-Way Information Complexity of Gap-Hamming
We provide a lower bound for the one-way information complexity of the Gap-Hamming
problem. This bound achieves the “right” constant, establishing that Alice must send (1 −
o(1)) · d bits of information (out of the d she receives) as her error vanishes. This offers
evidence for Conjecture 4.1, since the Singletons(k, qHC) task is a natural generalization of
Gap-Hamming to multiple samples. The two-way communication complexity lower bound
of Ω(n) was first established in [13], with later papers providing simplified proofs (see [32]
for additional background.) Notably for this work, [23] offered an information-theoretic lower
bound using a strong data-processing inequality. A modified version of their proof yielded our
proof of Lemma 4.8, but it is not clear that this approach can yield avoid losing a constant
factor. We introduce a simple and general technique for proving lower bounds on one-way
communication over product distributions. This technique generalizes and extends a proof in
[35], allowing it to be applied to information complexity of general one-way communication
problems, and showing that it can be used to avoid losing constant factors. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first result achieving the (1− o(1)) factor for Gap-Hamming.
In the one-way Gap-Hamming problem, Alice gets x ∈ {0, 1}d and Bob gets y ∈ {0, 1}d.
We will take these inputs to be uniform and independent distribution.4 Bob’s goal is to output,
4Since the inputs are independent and the communication is one-way, for any algorithm we have
I(M ;X,Y ) = I(Y ;M) + I(X;M | Y ) = I(X;M | Y ), so the “internal” and “external” information com-
plexities coincide.
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with probability at least 1− ε, the following partial function (using Hamming distance)
GHP (x, y) =

1 if d(x, y) ≤ d2 − c
√
d




This is a promise problem controlled by parameter c. For any fixed c, with constant probability
the promise holds. We study what happens when Alice and Bob succeed with probability at
least 1− ε for a sufficiently small constant ε.
Theorem G.1. Let ε denote the probability that Alice and Bob make an error. For any fixed
c > 0, there exists a function gc(ε, d) such that
IC→ε (GHc) ≥ (1− gc(ε, d)) · d,
where gc(ε, d)→ 0 for any sequence of pairs {εi, di}∞i=1 such that εi → 0 and di →∞.
Theorem G.1 follows, with a bit of calculation, from the following lemma. To prove
Lemma G.2, we prove a function-agnostic statement about one-way information complexity
over product distributions, then apply it to Gap-Hamming.
Lemma G.2. If Alice and Bob succeed with probability at least 1 − ε then, for sufficiently
large d and all p ∈ (0, 1),
I(M ;X) ≥ H(X) · (1− h(p)) · (1− 2ε/α)− 1,

























Here FN (0,1)(·) is the CDF of the standard normal distribution.
A General Approach to One-Way Information Complexity We will first prove the
following lemma for lower bounding the one-way external information complexity of any com-
munication task f : X ×X → Z where Alice gets X, Bob gets Y , and X ⊥ Y . To “instantiate”
the lemma we need a notion of incompatibility which applies to two of Alice’ inputs. For any
definition of incompatibility, say y distinguishes x, x′ if f(x, y) 6= f(x′, y). We will need a
lower bound on distinguishing
Pr[y distinguishes x, x′ | x, x′ incompatible] ≥ α
and an upper bound on the number of compatible inputs
max
x
∣∣{x′ : x, x′ compatible}∣∣ ≤ Nmax
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Lemma G.3. Suppose X ⊥ Y and Alice and Bob succeed in computing f(x, y) with probability
1− ε. Fix a definition of incompatibility (which can depend on ε). Then
I(X;M) ≥ H(X)− logNmax − 1−
2ε
α
(log |X | − logNmax).
If Alice’s input is uniform and we can bound α ≥ Ω(
√
ε), this simplifies to












Proof. We perform the following thought experiment. Given Alice’s message m, samples
x, x′ ∼ X |M = m independently. Let D be the event that y distinguishes these two inputs:
that f(x, y) 6= f(x′, y). Let Π(m, y) denote Bob’s portion of the protocol.5 Observe that
Pr[D |M = m] ≤ Pr[Π(M,Y ) 6= f(X,Y ) |M = m]
+ Pr[Π(M,Y ) 6= f(X ′, Y ) |M = m]
= 2 Pr[error |M = m], (89)
since at least of one of x, x′ correspond to the wrong answer. So the thought experiment
allows us, with a lower bound on Pr[D |M = m], to show the protocol will have high error.
Letting C be the event that these two inputs are compatible, we have
Pr[D |M = m] ≥ Pr[D | C̄] · Pr[C̄ |M = m]. (90)
The first term we bound using the problem itself and the definiton of incompatibility. Note
that we’ve assumed Pr[D] is independent of M conditioned on C. The second term we bound
via the entropy H(X |M = m).
Fix Alice’s message M = m to Bob. Using the fact that X ⊥ X ′ |M , we have (conflating
events and indicator random variables)
H(X |M = m) = H(X | X ′,M = m) = H(X,C | X ′,M = m).
Then, for any x′, we have via the chain rule for entropy that
H(X,C | X ′ = x′,M = m)
= H(X | C,X ′ = x′,M = m) +H(C | X = x′,M = m)
=
(
1− Pr[C̄ | X ′ = x′,M = m′]
)
·H(X | C,X ′ = x′,M = m)
+ Pr[C̄ | X ′ = x′,M = m′] ·H(X | C,X ′ = x′,M = m)
+H(C | X = x′,M = m)
≤
(
1− Pr[C̄ | X ′ = x′,M = m′]
)
· logNmax
+ Pr[C̄ | X ′ = x′,M = m′] · log |X |
+ 1.
5We assume Π(m, y) is deterministic. This is without loss of generality, since given any m, y pair there is a
Bayes-optimal answer. Converting a randomized protocol to a Bayes-optimal one will not decrease the error
and leaves I(M ;X) unaffected.
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Take the expectation with respect to X ′ |M = m and rearrange, getting
Pr[C̄ |M = m] ≥ H(X |M = m)− logNmax − 1
log |X | − logNmax
.
Combining with (89) and (90), we get
2 Pr[error |M = m] ≥ Pr[D | C̄] ·
(
H(X |M = m)− logNmax − 1
log |X | − logNmax
)
.
Then, since both sides are linear, we take the expectation over M and rearrange to bound
the conditional entropy.
H(X |M) ≤ logNmax + 1 +
2ε
Pr[D | C̄]
(log |X | − logNmax).
With I(M ;X) = H(X)−H(X |M), this turns into a lower bound on mutual information.
Application to Gap Hamming We now return to Gap-Hamming. We define a notion of
compatibility, upper bound Nmax, and lower bound α.
Proof of Lemma G.2. To apply Lemma G.3, we must define a notion of compatibility for
Alice’s inputs, compute Nmax to bound the number of compatible inputs, and lower bound
the probability that a given y distinguishes incompatible inputs. We will say
x and x′ are compatible if dH(x, x′) ≤ pd.
Here. p ∈ (0, 1) is a parameter to be set later. For each x, then, the number of compatible x′




We now lower-bound α, the probability that Y distinguishes X and X ′, assuming X,X ′
agree in at most d(1− p) locations. We need Y to be close to one of X,X ′ and far from the
other. These Hamming distances are the result of independent fair coin flips, so we define the
following random variables,
A ∼ Bin(d(1− p), 1/2), B ∼ Bin(pd, 1/2)
and note that
d(X,Y ) = A+B
d(X ′, Y ) = A+ pd−B.
Define the following independent good events, introducing parameter c′ > 0:
GA =
{∣∣∣∣A− (1− p)d2
∣∣∣∣ ≤ c′√d} and GB = {∣∣∣∣B − pd2
∣∣∣∣ ≥ (c+ c′)√d} .
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When both occur, Y distinguishes X,X ′. Assuming B takes a value in its lower tail,
























































































Taking c′ = c2 yields the statement.
Theorem G.4 (Berry-Esséen). If X ∼ Bin(n, 1/2) and we have the scaled version Z =
X−n/2√
n/4
, then for all a ∈ R
∣∣Pr [Z ≤ a]− FN (0,1)(a)∣∣ = O( 1√n
)
,
where FN (0,1)(a) is the CDF of the unit Gaussian evaluated at a.
Completing the Proof Lemma G.2 holds for all values of p. We show how to set p (as a
function of c, d, and ε) so that the information complexity is (1− o(1)) · d.
Proof of Lemma G.2. Recall that we have



























We wish to lower bound I(X;M) as ε → 0 and d → ∞. We will set p = c1ln(c2/ε) for some
constants c1, c2 that will depend on c but not ε or d. Thus p
ε→0−−→ 0, so the binary entropy
function will go to zero. Furthermore, if p→ 0, then for any c the first term (1−2F (·)−O(·))















We can assume without loss of generality that dp → ∞; if ε gets too small, we can set p
larger until d “catches up,” since any algorithm erring with small probability also satisfies a
looser probability bound. To finish, then, we just need a simple lower bound on the CDF.











There exist constants c1, c2 such that setting p = c1ln(c2/ε) will allow us to lower bound this
term with α = Ω(
√
ε), causing the 2εα term above above to vanish.
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